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ABSTRACT

“Linking by inking” is a new interface for reader-directed
link construction that bridges reading and browsing
activities. We are developing linking by inking in XLibris,
a hypertext system based on the paper document
metaphor. Readers use a pen computer to annotate page
images with free-form ink, much as they would on paper,
and the computer constructs hypertext links based on the
ink marks. This paper proposes two kinds of readerdirected links: automatic and manual. Automatic links are
created in response to readers’ annotations. The system
extracts the text near free-form ink marks, uses these terms
to construct queries, executes queries against a collection
of documents, and unobtrusively displays links to related
documents in the margin or as “further reading lists.” We
also present a design for manual (ad hoc) linking: circling
an ink symbol generates a multi-way link to other
instances of the same symbol.
KEYWORDS: Dynamic hypertext, information retrieval,
paper-like user interface, pen computing, document
metaphor, digital ink
INTRODUCTION

Implicit in the concept of hypertext is the assumption that
people will read from computers rather than from paper.
Yet, Dataquest predicts that in 1997 US office workers
12
will print or copy over 10 pages of paper [25]. This
statistic suggests that, despite predictions of a paper-less
office, US office workers continue to use paper, rather
than computers, for much of their reading. Thus, we
believe that consumers of today’s electronic documents
(including hypertexts) rely on two display technologies:
computers for browsing and printed paper documents for
reading.

paper copy of an article has no convenient way to find
additional information.
We propose a paper-like hypertext system that supports
reading and browsing, and is compatible with paper
documents. We do not suggest that a paper-like hypertext
can provide all of the benefits of paper, or that computers
should replace paper. To quote Andrew Dillon [13]:
“… one should avoid seeing electronic text as a
competitor to paper in some form of ‘either-or’
challenge for supremacy. It is not inevitable that
electronic text will replace paper … but it might
displace it as more and more human activities
become mediated by information technology.”
(p. 3)
Thus our goal is not to replace paper, but to support
information seeking better than the combination of paper
and electronic texts does today.
When we say paper-like, we refer to paper documents, not
to books. Information gatherers work more with piles of
paper documents than with books [29, 35, 37]. Our
introductory statistic and numerous studies of broader
work practices (e.g., [43]) suggest that paper documents
are an important means of working with information.

Unfortunately, using paper and electronic hypertexts
together can lead to disruptive transitions between reading
and browsing. A user who finds an interesting article in a
hypertext, and wishes to study it, will probably have to
wait for it to print. Conversely, someone who reads a
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Figure 1: XLibris prototype in a reader’s lap

Paper-like hypertexts can help information gatherers in
several ways. First, support for reading and browsing in
the same medium can eliminate disruptive transitions
between paper and computer. Second, integrating reading
with browsing makes it possible to enhance both activities.
Finally, the benefits of hypertext become available to
paper documents and to digital documents that can be
printed onto paper (e.g., PostScript files).
We are exploring the concept of a paper-like hypertext in
the context of the XLibris “active reading machine” [42].
XLibris supports reading with a rather literal paper
document metaphor: XLibris displays a full image of a
page on a device that readers hold in their hands and mark
on with a pen (Figure 1). In addition, XLibris is
compatible with both paper and digital documents: people
can scan their paper documents, and “print” their digital
documents (through a print driver that generates XLibris
documents), into the system.
Where will the links in our hypertext come from? Static
authored links will not suffice: many of the documents
come from paper, or are designed for paper and lack
explicit links. Therefore our goal is to support trailblazing
[7], or reader-directed linking, without requiring much
effort from the reader. Our solution is to create links based
on the free-form ink annotations that readers make.
This paper describes several techniques for “linking by
inking”—constructing links from readers’ free-form ink
marks. Linking by inking requires minimal effort from the
reader, and augments existing work practice of annotating
paper documents while reading. Readers’ interests can be
inferred from their annotations, translated into queries, and
used to find, and to link to, related passages of text.
Readers can also construct links explicitly with “ink
anchors,” circled marks that are matched against each
other to compute many-to-many links.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
discuss information seeking and the gap between reading
and browsing in more detail. We then discuss how XLibris
addresses problems with reading online, and how freeform ink can be used to support query-mediated and
explicit linking. We then describe the status of our
implementation and contrast paper-like hypertexts to open
hypermedia systems. We finish with future work, related
work, and conclusions.
COLLECTING INFORMATION VS. DEEP READING

People gather information to help them solve problems.
For example, methodical consumers study Consumer
Reports and compare manufacturers’ specifications.
(“Which fridge should I buy?”) Lawyers search for legal
precedents and conduct discovery. (“Why should the judge
rule for my client?”)
Information gathering combines searching, browsing,
skimming, and deep reading. New information can be
collected through browsing or through directed search.
Readers tend to skim documents to select the most useful

information or to get a rough sense of content. Finally,
readers use deep reading to understand how they can solve
their problem.
Information gathering is an iterative process [28, 35]. New
information changes users' expectations of what they
might find in the future. Conversely, deep reading can
change users' understanding, and often leads to searching
or browsing with a new topic in mind.
Interfaces for information gathering should support the
constituent activities and the transitions between them. In
practice, however, people move between browsing and
searching online, and deep reading on paper:
“Many of them [information analysts] relied
strictly on annotative notes; that is, they’d make
hardcopies of source materials, and mark up the
pages…” ([29], p. 11)
“Initially, library clients read through the pile of
material returned from the search. In most cases,
they read paper copies, even when the material
had been delivered electronically.” ([35], p. 443)
Although these studies are several years old, our informal
observations suggest that information gatherers still do
most of their reading on paper. As David Levy points out,
digital libraries are being designed to support “shallower,
more fragmented, and less concentrated reading” ([26], p.
202); deeper reading has been left out.
Transitions between online and paper media can create
problems for information gatherers. Moving to paper is
inherently slow and disruptive. People often need to go to
another room to pick up printouts, and often spend time
waiting for the printer. They can lose their focus while
waiting, or may switch to an unrelated task to fill the time.
Moving from paper to the computer, on the other hand,
loses valuable information. Annotations made on paper
may reflect readers’ interests, but the computer cannot use
this information to help people when they shift from deep
reading back to collecting information.
Shifting between media also changes how people gather
information. Because computers support searching and
browsing so well, people are encouraged to gather large
amounts of information. Because computers do not
support deep reading, however, information gatherers
typically do not evaluate that information immediately.
The result is a work practice called information triage:
people collect many documents online, print them out, and
evaluate them on paper [31]. Unfortunately, when people
actually read what they have collected, they often realize
that it is not what they were looking for.
READING ONLINE WITH XLIBRIS

Why is there a gap between reading and browsing? Why
do people print out documents to read them on paper?
Although the most commonly cited (and studied) reason

for preferring paper is its higher display quality, research
shows that reading from modern displays can be as fast as
reading on paper [12]. Small differences in legibility or
reading speed may exist, but this does not explain the
strong preference for paper [12], and seems to us a poor
explanation for why people wait for documents to print
when they can view them online instantly.

less space. They were intended to be “obvious” (require no
effort to perceive, as recommended in [34]), but we did not
achieve this goal: the graphic design needs work, and we
may need to add parameterized sounds [17] for page turns.

Indeed, studies of work practice show that people do much
more with paper documents than look at the words. Paper
has many useful properties, or affordances, which are
almost effortless to take advantage of but are awkward to
replicate online [43]. In particular, an experimental
comparison of deep reading online and on paper found
numerous differences in how subjects worked with the
text: in general, working on paper seemed far easier [36].
These affordances explain why information gatherers print
documents to read them.
To address these problems, XLibris implements a paper
document metaphor that supports three key affordances for
deep reading. The metaphor includes both the hardware—
a high-resolution pen display tablet that imitates the form
factor and appearance of a paper document—and the
software. The subsections below describe these
affordances and how XLibris supports them.
Tangibility

Paper documents are tangible artifacts that can be
manipulated directly.1 Readers often move paper around
to avoid glare, to speed up handwriting [21], or to adjust
their perspective of a text [22]. In contrast, most computer
monitors and laptop displays are stationary while in use, so
that readers must move themselves—their heads, their
bodies, and their arms—instead of the display. Even
though an XLibris tablet is much heavier than most
documents, readers can put it in their lap, tilt it to avoid
glare, and hold it in their hands.
The tangibility of paper documents also enhances
navigation. Turning paper pages seems easy and natural,
and the weight and thickness of a paper document convey
length and location: people often do not use page numbers
when navigating around a document [36]. In XLibris,
pressure strips on the case of the tablet (described in [23])
provide a tangible interface for page turning: pressing on
one side of a sensor moves to the next page, and holding
down starts riffling through pages. The harder you press,
the faster you move. A quick animated transition indicates
the direction of turning.
In addition, visual “location guides” drawn at the top of
the page (see top right of Figure 2) give some feedback as
to length and location. The location guides are similar to
the page edges in the Book Emulator [5] but take up far
1 Tangibility is distinct from portability, which is the

ability to carry information around, and which many
computers do support. Although portability is essential for
student researchers collecting information [37], we
believe that tangibility is a more general requirement.

Figure 2. An annotated page in XLibris
Free-form Ink Annotation

Readers of paper documents can mark anywhere on the
page, at any time. Annotation is an essential part of deep
reading: the act of annotation with pencil, pen or
highlighter helps readers to think, to remember, or even to
stay awake [2, 27, 30, 36, 37]. In short, readers write [1,2].
Annotation on paper requires very little effort. Although
interfaces for annotating with a keyboard and mouse do
exist, they typically require more effort than scribbling
with a pen. Furthermore, annotations and documents are
often less distinct visually online than on paper: text
annotations are not as salient as ink marks, and their
presence may cause the document text to be reformatted
[36, 43].
Although annotation is the most common way for
information gatherers to record information during reading
[29, 35], many people also take notes separately, on paper2
[29, 37]. Readers of library books usually take notes,
although they also use removable annotations—colored
Post-It notes [29]—and photocopy pages out of the books
2 Two of 25 subjects in [37] took notes on laptops; the

rest used paper.

so that they can annotate them or so that they can carry the
information around [37]. Notes are more powerful than
annotations in some ways [37]: taking notes forces readers
to summarize their reading, which typically requires more
effort than annotation, but may lead to deeper thinking
about the material. Also, notes turn material from disparate
sources into a single source for later review, and notes give
people more space to work with their ideas.
XLibris, like paper, allows readers to make free-form ink
marks, anywhere on the page, at any time. XLibris
provides two colors of ink, three highlighter pens, and a
stroke-based eraser. XLibris confers some of the benefit of
notes onto annotations with a “Reader’s Notebook” that
displays a list of “clippings” computed from annotations
[42]. Finally, XLibris includes a blank notebook in which
readers can write when they need more space.

Our approach is to give readers tools for constructing
links. Links computed from readers’ input should be more
useful than statically computed links because they can
reflect readers’ idiosyncratic interests. At the same time,
link construction must not interfere with readers’ primary
activity—reading.
XLibris minimizes the effort required to create links by
computing them from free-form ink marks. As observed
above, annotation is already a common reading practice,
so link construction need not disrupt reading. Free-form
ink is also a modeless interface: readers do not need to
switch between reading and linking. The rest of this
section describes three types of reader-directed links—
margin links, further reading lists, and ink anchors—in
more detail.
Margin Links

Fixed Page Layout

Paper documents are laid out on fixed-size pages. Page
layout communicates the document “genre” (e.g., business
letter versus technical article) and the location of important
information such as the title of the document. The fixed
layout also supports spatial memory that helps readers find
old information [22, 12]. In summary, paper pages give
readers an excellent overall “sense of the document.”
When reading online, however, page layout information is
often lost. Web browsers reflow the text on a “page”,
resulting in global changes to the layout. Hypertext
versions of paper documents lead to disorientation and a
sense of being “lost” [14]. Finally, most monitors cannot
display a full page legibly, so documents in page-oriented
formats cannot be read online without awkward scrolling
and zooming [36].

Serendipity is a common and rewarding experience when
browsing in libraries. People looking for a particular book
on the shelf often find unintended yet valuable material
nearby. Though this may seem accidental, it actually
reflects the organization of books by topic, and the large
amount of information available. Paper magazines and
journals sometimes offer this benefit as well.
XLibris’ margin links provide this kind of serendipity to
readers as they read. As a reader annotates a document, the
system performs queries, and displays links to related
pages (see Figure 3). The interface is designed to avoid
disrupting reading: only links to highly related material are
presented; the links appear in the margin; and at most one
margin link results from each annotation. Readers who are
not interested in finding related material can simply ignore
the links or they can turn off automatic link creation.

XLibris respects the benefits of paper and dedicates the
entire display to the image of a single page.3 (The location
guides at the top and a button bar at the bottom of the page
used to invoke commands are minor exceptions.) The
tablet is used in portrait mode to match the aspect ratio of
typical paper documents.
LINKING BY INKING

XLibris supports reading and browsing over a wide variety
of documents. Many of these documents were designed for
presentation on paper, and lack hypertext links. One way
to create a browsing environment is to automatically detect
topics, references and other static document structure, and
then to generate the links automatically [3]. Unfortunately,
only a small fraction of all possible links are useful to a
particular reader at a particular time, and deciding on the
right links ahead of time—without any knowledge of a
reader’s activities—is difficult.
3 Although displaying one page at a time limits readers’

ability to compare multiple pieces of information, the
alternative is to divide the display into windows, breaking
the paper document metaphor. Furthermore, the effort of
managing windows can interfere with reading [36]. We
will return to the issue in the future work section.

Figure 3. A margin link (rectangle on the left)
computed from a highlighted phrase

Presentation. Anchors are drawn as thumbnail images of
target pages, including shrunk annotations (if any). This
allows readers to recognize familiar landmarks, and to find
links that they previously followed.4 The topic of the link
4 Thumbnail anchors are less effective for links to new

documents: although thumbnails communicate the
document genre, they take too much space. Footnotes
with titles of new documents, or smaller, purely symbolic
anchors, might be more appropriate for this case.

is implicitly described by the annotated text that produced
it. On the target page, a reverse link is presented near the
passage that best matches the query, and terms from the
query are underlined in color wherever they appear.
Query Construction. XLibris classifies annotations into

several categories. Circled phrases, underlines, and
highlights select specific phrases; circled passages select
corresponding sentences; and margin bars select nearby
passages.
These selections are then converted into queries.
Annotations that select a phrase result in weighted queries
based on the entire surrounding sentence, with the
emphasis on the selected words. (Padding the query with
context words helps to avoid irrelevant passages that
include the selected words but use them differently.)
Annotations that select one or more sentences result in
queries based on the entire selected passage.
Similar techniques for query-mediated linking (computing
links through full-text search) have been shown to be
effective. VOIR, a dynamic hypertext system, selected
terms from users’ queries to create link anchors; clicking
on an anchor caused the system to expand the previous
query with the terms from the anchor's context. The
system provided a browsing interface with two– to three–
second response times for a 250MB collection
(approximately 75,000 nodes). Experimental evaluation of
query-mediated linking showed that such automaticallyconstructed queries performed as well as queries typed by
users (recall and precision means for automatic queries
were higher, but not reliably so), and better than unweighted queries based on passages selected by users [19].
Further Reading Lists

When readers reach the end of a document, they often
need to know more. The document may not emphasize the
most interesting aspect of the topic, or the document may
spark an interest in a new topic, without providing enough
depth or detail to satisfy that interest. For example, articles
in Scientific American typically describe an area of
research at a high level, without providing much technical
detail. These articles include a further reading list to help
readers go into more depth (Figure 4).

Figure 4: A further reading list from a Scientific
American article

This example illustrates the limitations of authored further
reading lists. The article describes a technological vision
for protecting digital copyrights. Consider a reader with a
narrower interest, such as “how digital copyright affects
librarians.” The reference to a six-page article on digital
copyright law may help track down this information, but
the reference is unlikely to answer their question directly,
and may well be out of date.
XLibris automatically generates further reading lists for
each document (Figure 5). Unlike static references, these
lists reflect the interests of a specific reader. As with
margin links, readers’ interests are inferred from
annotations, and no additional effort is required to
construct these links.

Figure 5: A further reading list in XLibris

Presentation. Further reading lists are presented in a

separate multi-page view associated with the source
document. Readers can access this view at any time,
whether or not they have annotated the current document.
Of course, with more annotations, the links reflect readers’
interests better.
Each view shows a list of links to related documents.
Target anchors are displayed as clippings that retain visual
cues from target documents, and also include some
surrounding context. Clippings help readers understand the
destination of the link, and also make the passage more
recognizable if the reader follows the link. As with margin
links, terms matching the query are underlined. Readers
need not follow the link to one of the target documents if
the “clippings” view provides sufficient information: a tap
of the pen will return the system to the previous view.
Query Construction. Each annotation is interpreted as a
text selection and transformed into a list of word weights.
The weights for each word are then summed across all
annotations of the document. If several annotations select
the same occurrence of a word, then the maximum weight
for that occurrence is used. Queries longer than about
thirty words are truncated because the quality of search
results may degrade if too many terms are added [24], and
also to minimize the query’s running time. If the query is
short, then terms that are most characteristic of the

document are added to the query with a low weight. The
padding prevents a query based on a few annotations from
returning documents that are entirely unrelated (due to
polysemy, for example).

show multiple ink anchors in the same clipping (e.g., third
clipping in Figure 6). This allows readers to observe
connections between different sets of anchors without
following the links.

We have begun to evaluate the effectiveness of further
reading lists. We found that queries derived from ink
annotations had significantly higher precision and recall
than relevance feedback operations performed by the same
users on the same documents. Although these results are
preliminary, and cannot be generalized to all documents
and all annotations, they suggest, nonetheless, that links
derived from users’ ink marks can be an effective interface
for some information exploration tasks.
Ink Anchors

Readers often link documents together for their own
particular reasons. One typical practice is to mark places
on different pages with the same circled symbol, thereby
creating a logical link between them. We propose a design
for “ink anchors” to help readers create idiosyncratic
many-to-many links with minimal effort. Circling any
mark converts that mark into an anchor. The system
maintains multi-way links between similar ink anchors.
Ink anchors may have a number of advantages over
traditional link construction interfaces. Ink anchors are
personal and idiosyncratic. Readers can use the flexibility
of free form ink to make anchors meaningful.
Furthermore, ink anchors are an extension of current
practice: readers already use ink marks, post-it notes,
colored stick-ons, and other types of annotations to
categorize information efficiently [27, 31].
Ink anchors should require relatively little effort to create.
Readers should be able to create links without selecting
from a list, navigating, or typing text. They would merely
need to recreate their own, personal marks. Although
readers may forget anchors that they use infrequently, we
argue that this is preferable to alternatives such as
presenting readers with a large number of choices every
time they build a link.
An evaluation of ink matching for the task of finding
names in a personal phone book supports these predictions
[16]. Users rated ink matching higher than browsing or
text search, and used it more frequently when given the
choice, because it required less effort. Users preferred ink
matching despite problems remembering which “name”
they gave an entry.
Presentation. Tapping on a source ink anchor should

produce a list of clippings that contain matching target ink
anchors (Figure 6). This design is based on our interface
for reviewing annotations in a Reader's Notebook view
[42], which shows clippings of documents that correspond
to annotations made by the reader. The clippings include
enough context to make the ink marks meaningful, but still
present a concise view of annotated documents.
Clippings include nearby annotations, and therefore may

Figure 6. A mockup of the result of following an ink
anchor

Ink Anchor Matching. Ink matching has been shown to

work fairly reliably for modest quantities of one person's
handwriting. Error rates as low as 3% on a database of 200
words have been reported [16].
Our design provides feedback on the results of the ink
matching by replacing the newly-drawn mark with the
match. Erroneous matches can be corrected by erasing and
rewriting the mark; unintended anchors can be removed by
erasing the circle that created the mark. We plan to
indicate the first instance of an ink anchor by increasing
the thickness of the circle that identified it.
Finally, we plan to help readers remember the “names”
they’ve been using for their links by providing a list of
clippings over all ink anchors, sorted by time. For
succinctness, this view might contain only the most recent
occurrence of each anchor.
IMPLEMENTATION

All of the features described in this paper, except ink
anchors, have been implemented in XLibris. XLibris runs
on Windows 95/NT, uses the Win32 API, and is
implemented in C++. The program takes over the entire
display, and does not use any Windows widgets. Instead,
XLibris defines a small set of widgets, renders them to an
in-memory bitmap, rotates the bitmap, and copies it to the
display device. In this way, XLibris can use a landscape
device in portrait mode.
XLibris uses an “image + text” file format [39, 6]. With
this format, XLibris can handle most digital documents,
and also documents that came to the user on paper. The
text, inferred from print commands or from optical
character recognition (OCR) applied to the scanned image,
is tied to the image by a bounding rectangle (in pixels) for

each word. This text is indexed to support information
retrieval, but is not shown to the reader directly.
In principle, the “image + text” file format lets users load
documents into the system easily, by “printing” or by
scanning. Although we have a working Windows 95 print
driver that can print into XLibris, the image quality is not
yet acceptable. (The figures in this paper are based on the
output of a PostScript processor [6] that requires too much
effort for real use.) Scanning paper documents into
XLibris is far too slow (perhaps a minute per page)
because we do not display the document until the OCR
completes. Once we can load many documents into
XLibris easily, the system will need scalability
improvements, both to the document management system
and to the simple interface for organizing documents
described in [42].
Hardware

XLibris runs on two kinds of display tablets: standalone
pen computers, and tablets connected to conventional
computers by a tether. Our current platform is a Mutoh pen
tablet display tethered to a PC (shown in Figure 1) [33].
The display has a 12.1" (30.7 cm) diagonal and a
resolution of 768x1024 when rotated. XLibris displays a
100 dpi full-color image of an 8.5 x 11" page at roughly
full size with clipped margins. 100 dpi is high enough
resolution for 10-point Times fonts (such as you are
reading now) to be legible (see Figure 2, which shows a
768x1024 screenshot, albeit reduced).
Although pen computers will not match the display quality
or portability of paper documents in the foreseeable future,
we believe that far more comfortable devices will soon
exist. Much lighter, standalone pen computers and 140-dpi
color LCD displays are already available, and both
technologies are improving rapidly.
Link Construction

The Verity search engine is used to index and retrieve
documents. Although the current implementation stores all
indexed documents on local disk, queries could be run on
remote databases as well. Running queries on external
databases and fetching documents as needed would allow
the use of XLibris as an interface to a digital library. In
addition, some obvious improvements to the margin links
implementation are required. Queries should run in the
background, and queries should be derived from groups of
nearby ink strokes, rather than from single strokes.
PAPER-LIKE HYPERTEXT VS. OPEN HYPERMEDIA

The hypertext community has placed some emphasis on
open hypermedia systems in the last few years. The
definition of open hypermedia systems calls for native data
formats, interoperability with all tools on a given platform,
support for distributed processes, lack of artificial
distinction between authors and readers, and the ability to
incorporate new functionality [11].
In contrast to open hypermedia systems, we require data to
be imported into our system. We do not expect to handle

every kind of document because not all documents are
meant to be read. Documents that are appropriate,
however, can be imported easily from any application that
uses standard print driver interfaces. Reliance on this
interface assures us of full compatibility with all wellbehaved applications.
By taking this stance, we consciously deny the user the
ability to interact with dynamic aspects of documents, as
would be possible if native data formats were respected.
Although this assumption makes our approach less than
universal, we believe that a large proportion of what
people read in their daily work is, in fact, static. Published
research papers, on-line documentation, legal briefs,
newspaper articles, patents, and documents filed with
government agencies are just a few examples of
documents that, once created, remain fixed. When
presented in electronic form, most of the interaction with
such documents is navigational in nature, rather than some
manipulation or transformation of logical elements of a
document.
The focus on static page-oriented documents has
advantages for users. The paper document metaphor
supports a uniform style of interaction. Thus, any document may be marked up, any portion of any document
may be linked manually to any portion of any other
document through ink anchors, and full-text queries can be
used to search for any document.
Open hypermedia systems, on the other hand, while
imposing requirements on the infrastructure, are mute
about interfaces for following (or even seeing!) the links
that users are likely to encounter. Davis et al. [10] describe
several levels at which linking has been integrated into
applications in support of open hypermedia systems. Each
of these levels allows the application complete freedom,
but introduces some mechanism for selecting and
traversing links. Thus, instead of a consistent, predictable
interface that integrates documents, the user is confronted
with an endless variety of interfaces, many of which are
poorly suited to their task due to the constraints imposed
by existing applications.
FUTURE WORK

We plan to implement ink anchors and to correct the
problems with our prototype described above. We will
then be ready to evaluate the use of a paper-like hypertext
in a realistic setting. We would also like to extend XLibris
to support information exploration and multiple document
tasks directly.
Although XLibris supports the transitions between deep
reading and information exploration, the prototype does
not support information exploration directly. For example,
there is no explicit search interface. And, as we have said,
the current prototype cannot access remote document
repositories.
We would also like to extend XLibris to support multiple
document tasks. Document work often involves the use of

several documents together [1]. In the context of gathering
information, people need to compare sources [35], to take
notes [37], and to write reports [29, 35]. Standard
windowing systems are too cumbersome to support these
activities effectively [36], so we must consider other
alternatives. One possibility is the use of additional
displays in conjunction with an XLibris tablet. To support
authoring, we will need to integrate XLibris with desktop
word processors.

differences between these metaphors: documents are
annotated, disposable parts of workflow; whereas books
are clean, organized, permanent, and are more likely to be
used for reference or for pleasure. Although some
hypertexts based on a book metaphor do support
annotation (e.g., [5]), the purpose of a metaphor is to shape
user’s expectations, and we believe that a paper document
metaphor may be more appropriate than a book metaphor
for a free-form ink-based system.

RELATED WORK

SuperBook [15] and DynaBook [46] use hierarchical
indexes and table of content views to support fact-finding,
or answering questions from reference material. They
share XLibris’ high-level goal of improving a particular
kind of work by emulating the existing paper artifacts and
then improving on them. These systems, however, were
designed for very different tasks, did not use free-form ink,
and did not implement the paper document metaphor.

The main focus of this paper is the creation of querymediated and ad hoc links from readers’ free-form ink
annotations. Previous interfaces for query-mediated
linking have not used ink annotation, and were not
designed to support reading. VOIR [20, 19] computed
links from keywords or passages selected with a mouse to
support information exploration. The Remembrance Agent
[41] computed links from the last few lines typed into a
text editor to support writing.
There has been little work in the area of ad hoc links and
pen computing. GO PenPoint [9] included a pen-based
interface for ad hoc linking: a link gesture created a
“button” that pointed to the current page; it could then be
dragged to another page to complete the link. PenPoint
also included another interface for linking, where a gesture
on the source page created a link to the most recent
selection [9,32]. Although PenPoint and XLibris share
similar goals of reducing the effort required to create links,
PenPoint did not create ad hoc links from free-form ink.
XLibris’ use of circling to identify ink anchors is similar to
ink keywords in Marquee, a real-time tool for video
logging [45]. A handwritten word could be circled to copy
it to a palette of ink keywords, from which it could then be
dragged onto other pages. These ink keywords were later
converted to text manually in order to support search.
Although a later version used ink matching to highlight
matching notes [40], ink matching was neither combined
with the keywords nor used to create links.
Dolphin creates hierarchical links from an ink gesture:
boxing an area on the page creates a “button” or anchor to
a new page that is beneath the current page in a hierarchy
[44]. This hierarchical link differs from the querymediated and ad hoc links described here.
Dynomite [47] lets users apply properties to free-form ink
in a notebook, and displays “ink index” pages showing all
notes with a particular property, linked to the full pages.
The ink index is similar to the Reader’s Notebook feature
of XLibris [42] described in passing, except that Dynomite
supports note taking rather than reading documents. The
ink index cannot support ad hoc linking because only a
few properties are available directly.
The XLibris paper document metaphor is related to the
book metaphor used in many hypertext systems, such as
the Book Emulator [5] and the Web Forager [8] (see [8]
for a review). There are some subtle yet important

Finally, paper-based hypertexts are a complementary
approach to bringing links to paper documents. For
example, in the PaperLink system a highlighter pen
containing a camera can be used to select a word or phrase
on a paper document [4]. The user can then create and
follow links from the paper highlight to electronic
documents.
CONCLUSIONS

We began with the premise that a paper-like hypertext can
support reading and browsing. We have described how a
paper document metaphor overcomes several problems
with reading online: readers hold the image of a page in
their lap and mark on it with digital ink, much as they
would on paper. With better support for reading online, we
hope to minimize the disruptive transitions between
collecting information online and deep reading on paper.
We have shown how free-form digital ink annotations can
be used as an interface for both query-mediated and ad hoc
linking. In this way, annotations made while reading
enhance browsing. In addition, linking by inking allows
hypertexts to include paper-like documents that do not
contain static links.
We have begun to evaluate our designs experimentally.
This process will include some controlled experiments, but
we expect to obtain much useful feedback about our
designs through more naturalistic observations. Only
through open-ended evaluation can we understand the
impact of paper-like hypertext on real work.
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